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Abstract

OpenStreetMap (OSM) is the world’s largest peer-produced
geospatial project. As a freely-editable open map of the world
to which anyone may contribute or make use of, the dynamics
and motivations of its contributors have been the object of sig-
nificant scholarship. A growing phenomena in the OSM com-
munity is the increasing contributions of paid editing teams
hired by tech corporations, such as, Microsoft, Apple, and
Facebook. Though corporations have long supported OSM in
various ways, the recent growth of teams of paid editors raises
challenges to the community’s norms and policies, which are
historically oriented around contributions by individual vol-
unteers, making it hard to track the contribution of paid ed-
itors. This research addresses a fundamental problem in ap-
proaching these concerns: understanding the scale and char-
acter of corporate editing in OSM. We use machine-learning
to improve upon prior approaches to estimating this phenom-
ena, contributing both a novel methodology as well as a more
robust understanding of the latest corporate editing behavior
in OSM.

Introduction
OpenStreetMap (OSM) is the world’s largest peer-produced
geospatial project. OSM started in 2004 as a volunteer ef-
fort and in those initial years, people organized in-person
‘mapping parties’ to collect local spatial data and introduce
people to the project (Solis 2017). This tradition has con-
tinued and even today many OSM groups organize mapping
parties to recruit new volunteers. Over time, OSM garnered
significant momentum resulting in exponential growth in the
amount of spatial data contributed as well as the size of the
community of data contributors. At the same time, OSM
data quality has vastly improved across a wide spectrum
of quality metrics (Girres and Touya 2010; Barron, Neis,
and Zipf 2014; Mooney, Corcoran, and Winstanley 2010;
Pourabdollah et al. 2013) and is comparable, if not bet-
ter across some dimensions than authoritative data in many
places (Cipeluch et al. 2010; Girres and Touya 2010; Haklay
2010).

OSM data have been notably useful in post disaster re-
covery scenarios in the Global South, offering a viable al-
ternative where there is, as is often the case, a lack of au-
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thoritative geospatial data. (Soden and Palen 2014; Ander-
son et al. 2018). Coordinating efforts to create large vol-
umes of data in a short time has also led to the creation
of organizations such as the Humanitarian OpenStreetMap
(HOT) (Palen et al. 2015). As the value of OSM grew, gov-
ernment agencies also started contributing (Johnson 2017).
Such organized editing efforts differ in motives from the
purely hobbyist notion around which many initial contribu-
tors self-identified (Budhathoki and Haythornthwaite 2013)
and have the capacity to create significant amounts of data in
specific geographies over a short duration. In order to distin-
guish the provenance of individual voluntarily contributed
data from organized efforts, the OSM Foundation (OSMF)
came up with the Organized Editing Guidelines (OEG) in
2018 which asks such activities to self-report on the OSM
wiki (Chapman 2018) .

In addition to volunteers, governments, and nonprofits,
private sector corporations also rely on OSM data and sup-
port the OSM project. These include tech giants such as
Apple, Amazon, Facebook, Microsoft, and Uber who are
hiring editing teams to contribute data to OSM (Anderson,
Sarkar, and Palen 2019). This list also includes a growing
number of smaller companies, such as Digital Egypt, Light-
Cyphers, Bolt, and more, who contribute regionally-specific
data, such as building addresses in Cairo, Egypt (Anderson
and Sarkar 2020). As an organized effort, OSM policy dic-
tates these corporate editing teams comply with the OEG.
This includes publishing a summary of their activity and a
list of their mappers on publicly available sites. At present,
there is no central website or format for these lists and cor-
poration routinely use a number of different public outlets,
such as the OSM wiki or GitHub repositories to publish this
information. However, as paid editing activity grows, it is
becoming increasingly difficult for researchers to track and
collate these lists across a variety of websites. These lists of
known paid editors are the starting point of characterizing
the impacts of paid editing activity on OSM. There are also
concerns brewing within the community about paid activ-
ity overshadowing volunteer efforts and the consequent fu-
ture of the OSM project (Foundation 2021). The reasons for
these concerns stem from the rapid rate at which paid edit-
ing teams can create data (e.g. 1000s of Kms of road data
per year), as well as the power imbalances engendered due
to the difference in resources available between the corpora-
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tions and other mappers.
At this time, quantifying and mapping paid contributions

is a vital step to broker informed dialogue within the larger
OSM community about the impact of corporate editing. An-
other method of tracking corporate contributions is through
hashtags found in the OSM changeset record (e.g. #adt,
#kaart used by the Apple Data Team and Kaart respec-
tively). This method also lacks scalability as there is no
definitive nor comprehensive list of hashtags used by the
various teams, nor do all teams use specific hashtags. The
OEG include mention of the team for which an individual
is mapping for in the their user OSM user page bio (Chap-
man 2018). However, in the absence of a machine-readable
standard for how this information is disclosed, tracking paid
editors through these bios is also not scalable. Thus, under
the present scenario, there exists no method of tracking paid
editors which does not rely on collating lists from multiple
sources. Here, we propose an automated technique for iden-
tifying paid editors based on analyzing patterns of contri-
butions of known paid editors. Further, we map the global
scale and intensity of corporate-sponsored mapping in OSM
between 2018 and 2021, expanding on previous work in this
space.

Background & Related Work: Analyzing
Editing Behavior in OpenStreetMap

OpenStreetMap is one of the largest online peer-production
communities and the most extensive repository of open spa-
tial data in existence. It hosts more than 1.7M unique con-
tributors and more than 800M geospatial objects mapped to
date, made up of over 7B individual points. Significant re-
search has been conducted on various aspects of the platform
and the social dynamics of the community, including inves-
tigations into the quality of OSM data (Haklay 2010), the
motivations of its participants (Budhathoki and Haythornth-
waite 2013), its use during humanitarian emergencies (So-
den and Palen 2014), and, more recently, its adoption by
large corporations in the tech sector (Anderson, Sarkar, and
Palen 2019). However, important aspects of how the com-
munity collaboratively produces the underlying spatial data
that powers the platform remains unclear. This is partly due
to the sheer size of the dataset and challenges presented by
the format of the data (Anderson et al. 2016). Significant
work is under way by OSM researchers to build novel tools
and approaches for analyzing and studying contributions to
the platform. Two example tools produced by the larger
OSM community include OSMCha, which allows users to
review individual changesets and OHSOME, the OSM His-
tory Explorer that lets a user examine the full history of
OSM in a given region. These tools are optimized for quali-
tative inspection of changes to a region, with OHSOME al-
lowing for regional or temporal aggregation. This remains an
active research space, however, with many tools developed
each year to better understand the social and collaborative
processes that produce the map.

Contribution analysis in OSM has largely focused on who
edits the data, what is edited, and the artifacts resulting from
the contribution. In keeping with OSM’s roots as a Volun-

teered Geographic Information (VGI) platform, the majority
of contributors are volunteers. However, not all contributors
participate equally. Like other online platforms, OSM fol-
lows the 90-9-1% rule where the majority of the data (87%
in the case of OSM) has been created by 1% of users (An-
derson, Sarkar, and Palen 2019). The disparity of contribu-
tions has been partially attributed to online mirroring of of-
fline inequalities in the form of exclusion of women, non-
urbanites, and people in the global south (Stephens 2013;
Quinn 2017; Gilbert 2010; Shelton et al. 2014; Graham et al.
2014; Burns and Meek 2015) due to structural barriers, such
as, internet access, free time to participate, geo-politics, and
gatekeeping (Sui, Goodchild, and Elwood 2013; Stephens
2013). Unequal participation manifested artefacts in the data
in terms of over-representation of data of interest to the par-
ties who have the privilege to be active contributors. Thus,
even though OSM data passes several quality thresholds, eq-
uity in terms of feature representation and global data cov-
erage remains an issue.

In recent years, OSM has garnered significant interest
from major corporations including Apple, Amazon, Face-
book, Microsoft, and Uber (Anderson and Sarkar 2020; An-
derson, Sarkar, and Palen 2019; Sarkar and Anderson 2021,
2022). International organizations and non-profits working
in the humanitarian sector such as the Red Cross and United
Nations also use OSM data and contribute to mapping ef-
forts. Editing teams hired by these organizations are often
professional mappers tasked with contributing data to OSM.
Consequently, these editing teams have produced great vol-
umes of data. In addition to data volume, the involvement
of paid editors introduces new dynamics into a community
that has historically consisted primarily of volunteers. Many
organizations are editing in developing countries which has
the potential to reduce data inequalities in global data cover-
age in OSM, but risks prioritizing the goals of the companies
and organizations doing the mapping over those of the resi-
dents of such countries.

The growth of corporate editing raises concerns over un-
equal influence on the future of the platform. The current
state of the art method to track corporate editing is to col-
late a list of corporate editors from various sources and
then extract their edits from the changeset record (Ander-
son, Sarkar, and Palen 2019). However, in the absence of a
central list of all paid editing teams, these criteria are insuf-
ficient for tracking all paid mapping activity across OSM.
As a result, neither researchers nor the OSM community it-
self has a complete understanding of the current extent and
impact of paid editing activities.

One way to identify paid editors is to look at the associ-
ated salient features. The biographies, temporality of edits,
spatiality of edits, software used for editing, and similarity to
known paid editors can be used to find a probability score for
an editor being a member of a paid editing team. Similar ap-
proaches have been developed in Wikipedia, where, for ex-
ample, time series analysis was used to find specific patterns
in user editing behaviour across the world (Yasseri, Sumi,
and Kertész 2012). In OSM, contributor focused data assess-
ment showed that senior mappers tend to map more complex
features and use more advanced OSM editing software (Ja-
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cobs and Mitchell 2020), produce quality data (Yang, Fan,
and Jing 2016), and also tend to interact with other members
of the community more often (Mooney and Corcoran 2012).
On the other hand, new mappers are often attracted by HOT
and consequently map developing countries (Madubedube,
Coetzee, and Rautenbach 2021). The aforementioned stud-
ies look at contribution patterns of editors and thus mostly
revert to seniority in terms of time since creation or num-
ber of edits performed. Characterizing paid editing is more
complex as most editor profiles are relatively new and the
heterogeneity of the group means that simple features are
not sufficient to identify the wide variety of contribution pat-
terns of paid editors.

Identifying Corporate Editing in OSM
Constructing a Training Dataset
We first extracted a list of known corporate mappers. To do
this we scraped the user bios (osm.org/user/<username>)
of all OSM mappers with more than 50 unique changesets
(129,557 users) and then queried their user profiles for men-
tions of publicly disclosed corporations mapping on OSM.
The publicly disclosed list was found on the OSM Organ-
ised Editing Page, and after analzying the profiles we found
14,901 users with non-empty user profiles, and 3,512 that
were self-disclosed corporate mappers.

After acquiring the list of known corporate mappers,
we extracted their editing histories through a query of
OSM changesets between 2018 through June 2021, which
included 53,921,921 unique changesets representing over
4.9B map changes by 852K distinct users. We then limited
to users with more than 50 unique changesets during this
period to temporally restrict our analysis leaving us with
35,479 users, of which 2,393 are corporate.

A changeset is a logical grouping of up to 10,000 edits
made by a single user in one editing session. When submit-
ting a changeset to OSM, the mapper is required to add a
comment that is recorded in the metadata, along with the
time, user information, and geographic bounds of the ed-
its. Of particular interest to this work are the geographic
bounds, timestamp, tags, and unique user ID. Tags at mini-
mum feature a comment, but may also include hashtags, data
source, and editing software information. Provided as free-
entry text, comments typically include descriptions of what
was mapped, and perhaps why. Additionally, hashtags are a
way for users to denote changesets as belonging to a partic-
ular mapping activity or project. For example, all changesets
submitted during a mapathon—an event in which many edi-
tors may map together—may include the same user-defined
hashtag. This makes it easier to identify edits performed dur-
ing the event and can be fed into edit-tracking tools such as
the MissingMaps Leaderboard, which allows users to see the
top mappers for given hashtags.1

We only consider changesets after 2018 because that was
the first year when corporate editing began to grow dramat-
ically, as well as the year that the OEG were implemented,
resulting in the disclosure of mapping activities by corporate

1missingmaps.org/leaderboards/

mappers on their bios (Chapman 2018). Comparing 2017
to 2018 the number of corporate mappers increases almost
two-fold (Anderson, Sarkar, and Palen 2019).

Developing User Features
In this paper we adopt a feature engineering approach to pre-
dicting whether a user is corporate. This requires developing
features likely to differentiate the corporate mappers from
the rest of the OSM community. OSM’s editing history con-
tains rich metadata about each edit including when it was
made, how it was made, and more. This simplifies the prob-
lem to designing features whose variance is explained by
the association of the editor; in other words, finding dimen-
sions which are most correlated with corporate association.
As was shown in related work, prior work exists on contrib-
utor level analysis and these features aided us in the design
of our user features. Simply put, our features were based on
a few questions: Where does a user edit? When does a user
edit? How does a user edit? What does a user edit? Some of
these questions were easier to answer than others, whereas
others required more feature engineering. Table 1 includes a
summary of the features we developed and the observation
each feature meant to capture.

Time series metrics. We constructed two temporal features
based on two separate observations. The first observation is
that corporate mappers typically map five days in a row, and
then take a break during the weekend. To capture this, we
take the mode number of consecutive days a user maps for
over their editing history. This observation is strongly sup-
ported by comparing the mode of edits between known cor-
porate and volunteer mappers. In fact, the mode for consec-
utive days for corporate mappers is five, where as for volun-
teer mappers it’s one. The second temporal feature is based
on the observation that corporate mappers map during the
workday.

OSM records the time of a changeset in UTC, without in-
cluding the local time or timezone of the user who conducted
the edits. This means someone editing at 8am in Lausanne,
Switzerland and another user editing at 8pm in Honolulu,
Hawaii would in fact appear to be editing at the same time.
This standardization renders it difficult to know if an edit
was done during the regular workday or even on a weekday,
as Monday or Friday could appear to have been done on
Sunday and Saturday respectively. This is evident from fig-
ure 1 where we plot the user time signatures for six known
corporations. This plot shows that even individual organi-
zations have editors who are located in different regions of
the world. Longitude and latitude data are not an effective
method of extracting the mappers timezone, since editing on
OSM is primarily done remotely, through “armchair map-
ping,” meaning an editor may be physically located any-
where in the world while editing anywhere on the map.

To account for this time zone difference, we propose a
novel method to extract the underlying user timezone. This
metric is motivated by the observation that if a paid editor
is located x hours ahead of UTC and works the traditional
nine-to-five work day, then it would appear that they start
editing at (9 − x) am and edit until (17 − x) pm. So, by
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Question Feature Observation

When

Consecutive days mapped Corporate mappers usually map Monday through Friday

Time series score Corporate mappers map during the work day

First edit day Corporate mappers represent proportionally more new users

Rate of edits Corporate mappers edit a lot throughout the day

Longevity Volunteer mappers can map for a long period uninterrupted

Where

Geographic dispersion Corporate mapping done remotely so a corporate signature more likely
to be dispersed

Edits: ”home country” Corporate mappers often map in unmapped regions representing a
large portion of the edits in that area

How Editor used Corporate mappers tend to use more professional mappers like JOSM

What Objects edited Past work suggests corporate mappers disproportionately
map roads, driveways, and services

Table 1: User feature description broken down by motivating question and observation.

translating this editing pattern x hours back we can uncover
the original time zone. To adjust for this we define a “corpo-
rate time signature” based on known corporate editors and
then realign all user weekly time signatures to minimize the
distance between the corporate signature and their weekly
signature. Explicitly, the calculation was done as follows

adj(tsi, cs) = minj [tsi − cs] (1)

Here tsi represents the weekly editing signature for editor
i, and cs represents the “corporate signature”. This realign-
ment recovers a paid mapper’s local time zone on the as-
sumption that they map during normal working hours. Fig-
ure 2 shows the same users as Figure 1, with the realign-
ment implemented. As is clear there is less variance in the
corporate signatures than by using the changeset data alone.
We then calculate the distance between the adjusted time
series and the organized signature to measure how similar
an editing pattern is to an expected organized signature. We
denote this distance as the ts-score. Examining the top five-
hundred users by the ts-score we see that almost all of them
are known corporate mappers (95.4%).

Geometric dispersion. Corporations map remotely all
around the world. Kaart’s OSM Wiki page lists mapping en-
deavours in Africa, Asia, Europe, the Middle East, North
America, and South America. Similarly, Apple maps over
the Global South, Grab maps all over Asia. In general, we
observe that individuals who map for these organizations
have a wider global footprint than volunteer mappers, who,
while still mapping across borders, center most of their map-
ping activity at home. To quantify this observation we de-
velop a set of geometric features. The first feature captures
the global distribution of a user’s mapping. The second fea-
ture instead focuses on the nuanced observation that while
volunteer mappers may also map around the world, their
mapping is concentrated close to home.

To measure the geographic dispersion of a user edit-
ing, we project the (max) latitude and (max) longitude
data from each changesets for each user to the Earth’s
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Figure 1: Raw corporate time editing signatures for mappers
from six known corporations.
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Figure 2: Time series editing signature for mappers from six
known corporations, after realigning with the corporate time
signature.
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Figure 3: Plot shows how geometric dispersion differs be-
tween known corporate and non-corporate actors.

surface using the following transformation: π(ϕ, λ) =
(R cosϕ cosλ,R sinϕ cosλ,Rsinλ). Then we define the
users geographic dispersion as

geo-score(u) =
n∑

i=1

π(uϕi , uλi)

n
(2)

π(ϕ, λ) = (R cosϕ cosλ,R sinϕ cosλ,Rsinλ) (3)

Here we let uϕi
represents that max latitude and uλi

the max
longitude for user u. Geometrically, this represents the loca-
tion of the mean point inside of the sphere. If the points are
broadly dispersed, the mean will be closer to the origin and if
they are located in one portion of the earth then the mean will
be located closer to the surface. Figure 3 shows a histogram
of the geo-score for corporate versus non-corporate editors.
A smaller score indicates that the user edits more broadly
across the globe, whereas a higher score means that it is
more specific. As is clear from the figure, corporate map-
pers are far more likely to edit broadly across the globe than
volunteer mappers, who, while still editing across the globe,
tend to have a specialized editing pattern.

Qualitatively analyzing non-corporate mappers revealed
that while local mappers may also map broadly across the
world, their editing is mostly centered in their home country,
so the proportion of edits done at their home country greatly
outnumbers the number of edits done in other countries.
In contrast, with exception, corporate mappers will have a
smaller fraction of their edits made up in one country. We
measured the proportion of edits made in a user’s “home
country”, where “home” represents the country where most
of the users edits have taken place.

Tags data. A variety of metadata “tags” exist for each
changeset. These can be any key-value pair denoting a par-
ticular attribute of the changeset. Common tags are “cre-
ated by” (denoting the editing software), “comment” (a
mapper’s comment about the changeset), and “source” (dis-
closing the source of the information the mapper used). Em-
pirical investigation of tags shows that organizations have
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Figure 4: Difference in language use between corporate and
non-corporate editors.

developed rules and practices for their teams as there often
exists uniformity in the language used in comments, hash-
tags, and editing software. We make use of two of these tag
features. First, the editing software the user is using. We
find that corporate editors disproportionately use the more
sophisticated JOSM editor (86%), whereas volunteer map-
pers mostly use the user-friendly iD (61%) and mobile edi-
tors like OSMAnd, MAPS.ME, and Vespucci. Second, is the
type of object the user is editing. Comments often include
keywords disclosing the type of features that the mapper
edited, such as “road”, “building”, or “service”. In Figure
4 we compare the proportion of users that use these terms
based on corporate and non-corporate affiliation. The text
in the comments differs widely between corporate and vol-
unteer mappers providing critical insight into the difference
in objects edited by the two groups. To measure this, we
randomly sampled 100,000 comments from corporate and
non-corporate mappers and calculated the tf-idf between the
comments in the two groups. The 20 words most associated
with each group were chosen, removing any words that re-
late to the identity of the mapper like the name of a corpora-
tion the user is mapping for. We then use these textual fea-
tures as additional variables to capture the semantic features
of an editor.

We combined the three datasets into one user feature
space used for training the model to predict the likelihood
that a user is editing on behalf of a corporation or not.

Model Training and Results
Our aim with this research was to develop a model that could
predict whether or not a mapper is a corporate editor based
on their editing history. This required identifying a corpo-
rate editing signature that was sufficiently distinct such that
it could be algorithmically distinguished from other users.
Given the many features used to embed each user we re-
lied on Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection
(UMAP) to reduce the dimensionality of the space and lo-
cate clusters of similar users to see if there is some un-
derlying order to how they edit. Figure 5 presents a two-
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Figure 5: Two-dimensional UMAP of 35,479 mappers on
OSM. Each user is represented as a point and the color indi-
cates if they are corporate or not using the original scraping.
The UMAP’s parameters were the 15 nearest neighbours and
minimum distance of 0.1.

dimensional UMAP of OSM editing behaviour coloured by
corporate association, with all features scaled. Given the re-
duced dimensionality, this projection contains less informa-
tion than the original embedding yet it was able to group the
corporate editors together. The UMAP also reveals a clear
imbalance in the dataset: corporate users make up only 7%
of all 35,479 users with more than 50 changesets. Training
a model on such a dataset is challenging since most models
would fall back to a naive classification, classifying all users
as non-corporate and achieving an accuracy of 93.5%. To
adjust for this, we took steps to balance the datasets.

Creating the Model
During model selection, four main metrics were used to
capture the effectiveness of a model: recall, precision, F0.5

score, and the area under the curve (AUC) metric for the
receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC). Recall mea-
sures how many of the known corporate samples the model
was able to predict and all models shared a high recall of
around 87%. In our context, precision can be interpreted as
the number of additional corporate editors the model pre-
dicts, that were not present in the initial dataset. Identi-
fying these additional mappers is critical to understanding
the true extent of corporate editing on OSM. F0.5 score,
more generally known as the Fβ score, is a measure of
a test’s accuracy, combining both the precision and recall
into one metric. The β value determines class weighting, a
lower score means that the model should value false pos-
itives more than false-negatives, and a higher score repre-
sents the opposite. Explicitly, the score is defined as Fβ =

(1+β2) · precision·recall
(β2·precision)+recall . Finally, the ROC curve plots

the true positive rate by the false positive rate based on a

probability threshold.
Given the large distinction between non-corporate and

corporate features outlined in the feature creation section,
we initially used simpler classification models like k-nearest
neighbours, logistic regression, support vector machines,
and a simple perceptron (single layer neural network). These
models were used to provide an interpretable result to easily
understand how the model works.

Feature and model selection. The first issue we came by
is known broadly within the literature as the “curse of di-
mensionality,” which essentially states that by adding more
dimensions to a dataset you need exponentially more data
to train a good classifier (Bellman and Kalaba 1959). To
handle this issue, we adopted forward feature selection, a
greedy approach that recursively adds the most predictive
features until the model’s accuracy declines. We then iter-
ated across five models (support vector machines, k-nearest
neighbours, logisitc regression, neural networks, aid XG-
Boost) and determined the optimal feature selection for each
model. This feature selection was run on a upsampled sub-
set of the data since most models would predict all users to
be non-corporate and maintain a high accuracy on the full
dataset.2 We then split the data into three groups with 64%
of the data for training, 16% for validation, and 20% held
out for testing. The validation set was used to decide on the
optimal set of features for each model.

XGBoost had the best results across the metrics, with a
recall of 0.89, precision 0.78, f-0.5 score of 0.80 and AUC
of 0.93 on the test dataset. The feature selection process for
the XGBoost model is presented in Figure 6. It’s suprising
to note that even with just the ts-score, the model achieves
a high AUC score of 0.907. We also show the feature im-
portance based for the top eight features after inputting all
features into the XGBoost model in Figure 7.

The other models provided similar results, performing a
few points lower than the XGBoost model. They similarly
agreed upon the most important features, which included the
time-series score, the mean number of consecutive days a
user maps, the geographic dispersion score, the choice of
editor, and the proportion of edits in the home country.

Model Prediction and Validation
Rerunning the XGBoost model on the entire dataset of users
since 2018 captured 2266 of the 2393 known corporate ed-
itors and predicted another 350. We manually went through
each of the users to better understand the prediction. Thirty
of the mappers explicitly declared their corporate affiliation
in their user bio, which belonged to companies not listed
on the organised editing Wiki or were not picked up on our
initial data pull due to inconsistent formatting (for example,
only listing their email as an affiliation). Careful analysis
of the next 320 users revealed many mappers participating
in organized editing activities that are not necessarily cor-
porate, but are indistinguishable because they are mapping
as part of their occupation. The United Nations Global Ser-
vice Center (UNGSC), for example, employs a number of

2Note, this was repeated for an downsampled dataset which
produced slightly worse results.
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Figure 6: Forward feature selection for the XGBoost model.
Features prior to the dashed vertical line were selected for
the final model.

mappers. Additionally, mappers working on Humanitarian
OpenStreetMap Team (HOT) tasks on a regular basis also
match the corporate signature.

It is impossible to fully validate the employment status of
each of these mappers as a majority of their user bios are
empty. However, we did find mappers on this list that con-
sistently submitted changesets with hashtags related to Ap-
ple, Digital Egypt, Grab, or Kaart. Some of these mappers
are listed on the company’s wiki page, but do not have em-
ployment information in their user bio. Additionally, this list
of 320 users also included mappers from smaller companies
whose presence in OSM was previously unknown to us.

Summary Statistics
OpenStreetMap is a massive repository of open geospatial
data and an important study platform for social computing
research into online collaboration. In February 2021, a mem-
ber of the OSM community in Senegal contributed the 100
millionth edit to the OpenStreetMap project: 77 buildings
and a water tower in Senegal. As the size of both the com-
munity and dataset continues to increase, so does its value3.
In 2020, Accenture estimated the replacement value of OSM
data to be $1.67 billion4. The number of private sector tech
firms involved in the project and the diversity of products
and services they develop using OSM data along with the
contributions they make to the dataset are fast increasing.
Therefore, it is important to understand these contributions
in terms of their overall impact on the project, as well as for
what they can tell us about the role of the private sector in
online open source peer-production communities more gen-
erally. In this section, we draw on the predictions to present
an updated assessment of patterns and trends in corporate
contributions to OSM.

3blog.openstreetmap.org/2021/02/25/100-million-edits-to-
openstreetmap/

4cupdf.com/document/how-to-make-the-most-of-
openstreetmap-platform-accenture-how-to-make-the-most.html
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Figure 7: Absolute value of feature importance when train-
ing the XGBoost model.

Any Highways Buildings Amenities
Non-Corp 0.867 0.710 0.915 0.970
Corporate 0.133 0.290 0.085 0.030

Table 2: Proportion of specific features edited by corporate
and non-corporate users.

Our results show that the corporate presence increased
four-fold in the past few years, growing from representing
about 5% of all edits in 2018 to representing nearly 20% of
edits to date in 2021. The maps in Figure 8 show how the
percentage of edits performed by corporate editors (out of
all edits to OSM each year) has consistently increased each
year. This growth has been driven by both a rapid escalation
of corporate team sizes and the number of corporate teams.

One observation is that, in general, corporate editors tend
to map different objects than non-corporate editors. For ex-
ample, in Table 2 we show that while between 2018 and
2021 corporate mappers made only 13% of all edits to OSM,
they were responsible for almost 30% of the ’highway’ ed-
its. In contrast, they represented only 8% of the buildings
and 4% of the amenities mapped. However, there are some
corporations with specific aims. For example, Digital Egypt
aims to improve geocoding service in Egypt and has con-
sequently edited more than 1.7M addresses in Egypt (An-
derson and Sarkar 2020). When considering the growth in
corporate mapping alongside the difference in what corpo-
rations map, we should expect the map to continue to evolve
over the next several years with more and more roads be-
ing mapped and potentially fewer amenities and buildings.
Prior work suggests that if the seeds by mapping roads are
sown, then volunteer mappers will complete the map and fill
in the details (Nagaraj 2021). Thus, corporate editing activ-
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ity in places with hitherto sparse information may spurn new
community mapping activities in these locations.

Discussion
Features
This paper presents a novel methodology for studying user
editing patterns on OSM. Using a public dataset of OSM
changesets, we derived several metrics that help quantita-
tively differentiate corporate and non-corporate editing on
the platform. First, corporate editors tend to follow a dis-
tinct and very uniform editing pattern, mapping on week-
days during business hours, between 9am and 5pm. Since
OSM records editing timestamps in UTC, without includ-
ing the timezone in which the editor is located, we devel-
oped a new method for recovering a user’s timezone, which
we then used to measure each user’s distance to the corpo-
rate time signature. There exist new research directions that
this approach opens up, like examining the often-stated as-
sumption that corporate mappers map across time zones. By
connecting the time zone of the editor with where the ed-
itor maps, we can measure the “locality” of the OSM ed-
its. Additionally, given the often remote nature of corporate
mapping (mappers not physically located in the region in
which they are mapping), users are likely to map widely
across the world instead of locally. For this, we developed
a series of metrics to capture geographic dispersion/local-
ization. Finally, we used the metadata associated with the
changesets, like the comments and editor profiles to provide
some context for how the edit was made. This method found,
for example, that corporate mappers were likely to edit roads
and disproportionately use the more advanced JOSM editor.
Together, these features were sufficient to recall the vast ma-
jority of previously known corporate editors and to identify
new editors that edit in an occupational manner that were
not tracked by previous lists.

A key finding of this work is the strength of the tempo-
ral and geographic dispersion features. We have success-
fully captured a machine-readable signature that describes
the working and engagement pattern of a distinct group of
users. Each model we tried consistently found these features
to be the strongest signals. While a more complex model like
XGBoost performs better, it is not by an order of magnitude.
Instead, in our analysis simple models tended to also fare
well. We believe that this reflects the strength of the metrics
we identified to characterize corporate editors. Additionally,
these signals are not unique to corporate editing or OSM.
Similar sets of metrics may also help identify contributions
made by local vs remote mappers (a recurring challenge in
OSM data analysis), or predict how and when to send en-
couragement to new mappers to keep them engaged in the
platform. Furthermore, we believe that a similar approach
could be applied to other online projects, such as Wikipedia,
to differentiate between different user groups.

Compliance with Organized Editing Guidelines
The majority of edits made by corporate mappers appear
to be in accordance with the organized editing guidelines

(OEG). Our model successfully identified at least 25 corpo-
rate mappers who updated their profiles to be in compliance
with the OEG since we created our training dataset. Further-
more, of the few hundred occupational and organized editors
that the model successfully identified, a handful of editors
are likely corporate but have not yet listed their employer
in their bio. As more corporations and government bodies
commit teams to contributing and maintaining data on OSM,
these tools can help not only track new editors, but also to
verify whether they are adhering to the OEG. For example,
we identified one corporate mapping team that used the com-
pany logo as a means to note their affiliation in their bios
instead of text, making it inadvertently out of compliance
with OEG. Trust is a foundational requirement for commu-
nity health in open source projects (Stephany, Braesemann,
and Graham 2020), and reaching out to the editors unaware
or out of compliance with the guidelines might alleviate con-
cerns from being escalated needlessly. Further qualitative re-
search into the specific strategies that the OSM community
has used to successfully encourage good corporate behavior
could help inform a broader research agenda on how online
peer production and open source communities can best ac-
complish healthy working relationships.

Limitations
Features of Corporate Editing
This paper presents results of our effort to identify pat-
terns in corporate editing between 2018 and 2021, a period
during which corporate editing in OSM experienced rapid
growth. As discussed, the features we have identified are
strongly predictive of corporate and organized editing dur-
ing this time period. However, it is likely that corporate edit-
ing practices have evolved over time, and will continue to as
the community continues to grow and change. As a result,
further work is necessary to evaluate and adjust as needed
the extent to which the features presented are applicable to
corporate editing behavior. It is possible that earlier, more
nascent, forms of corporate editing practice were more ex-
perimental and varied, thus offering interesting challenges
to the methods introduced here. In addition, work to “future
proof” this analysis to ensure that the approach presented
here stays current with corporate and other forms of orga-
nized editing behavior as they continue to evolve will also be
required. For example, recent research shows that features
edited by a corporate mapper is often edited soon after by
another corporate editor, probably reflecting internal work-
flows (Sarkar and Anderson 2022). Thus, looking at the edit
history of OSM objects in addition to editing patterns might
improve the model.

Mining Corporate Editors
The first task of this paper was to define a set of known cor-
porate mappers to act as reference when designing features
and as a supervised dataset for prediction. Our approach was
based on the observation that many corporate mappers pub-
licly disclosed their association on their public page. This
provided an initial list of corporate mappers, but does not
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Figure 8: Percent of edits performed by corporate editors each year, aggregated at zoom-level 10 map tiles where radius is
log-scaled by total number of edits to highlight areas with the most activity.
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account for all possible ways mappers can signal their cor-
proate affiliation, as we saw in the analysis of newly pre-
dicted corporate mappers. Future work can expand on our
method by including hashtags and logos in their initial de-
termination of corporate mappers. Moreover, a positive and
unlabeled classification algorithm could also be adopted to
account for the unlabelled corporate editors that may have
been missed in this scrape. This method was not explored in
this paper, but might provide a new approach for studying
corporate mapping.

Corporate Contributions to OSM Besides Editing
Corporations have been involved in OSM since the early
days of the project: sponsoring conferences, supporting lo-
cal meetups, providing datasets, and developing tools for
OSM (Anderson, Sarkar, and Palen 2019). The broad range
of corporations taking an interest in OSM accelerates the
evolution of the platform. Apple and Facebook, for exam-
ple, list OSM as a data source for maps displayed in their
products, creating a self-explanatory interest in OSM. As of
2020, ESRI, the geospatial software giant, has been releas-
ing spatial datasets that users may easily upload to OSM.
Additionally, Google has recently made a dataset of build-
ings extracted from satellite imagery available for import
into OSM. These two geospatial giants are thereby involved
in OSM, but not hiring teams to edit the data directly, high-
lighting the myriad ways of participation. Thus, corporate
involvement in OSM is a vibrant and evolving dynamic re-
quiring further enquiries from different perspectives.

Other Forms of Organized Editing
Historically, the OSM literature has highlighted the impor-
tant role played by local volunteer communities and inde-
pendent hobbyists. However, a significant and growing per-
centage of mapping is conducted by organized groups per-
forming specific types of edits. In addition, to corporate
mappers in this study, other research has tracked the growth
of other organized editing communities, such as the Human-
itarian OpenStreetMap Team (HOT) (Palen et al. 2015) that
works on issues related to disaster or international devel-
opment, or Youth Mappers, who organize local chapters of
university students to contribute to OSM (Solı́s, Anderson,
and Rajagopalan 2020). Still other research has noted the
adoption of OSM by local governments, and the increasing
contributions to the project made by government employees
(Khan and Johnson 2020). ESRI, another technology corpo-
ration with significant interests in the project, is developing
a set of tools that may further support these activities. As
OSM adoption increases across these sectors, importance of
organized editing, including by full-time and professional
mappers will continue to grow. Further methods are needed
to understand these forms of organized editing made by edit-
ing teams beyond those hired by corporations.

Conclusion
Tracking the contributions of corporate mappers to the
OpenStreetMap is an important, though increasingly diffi-
cult task. As these contributions continue to grow, prior ap-
proaches based on manually managing lists of usernames

reported by individual corporations (Anderson, Sarkar, and
Palen 2019) are increasingly untenable. The approach we
have outlined in this paper offers both researchers and the
OSM community a more automated approach to identify-
ing organized, occupational, and corporate editors. Based
on our method, we have provided an updated understand-
ing of the overall scope and contours of corporate map-
ping. Furthermore, the features we have identified will likely
prove useful for answering other questions about OSM edit-
ing behavior such as evaluating the success of various ap-
proaches to recruiting new mappers or identifying contri-
butions made through university coursework. Finally, this
work contributes to ongoing debates in social computing re-
search around algorithmic means of enforcing policy and
on-boarding newcomers in peer production projects (Hal-
faker et al. 2013).

The current OEG are broad enough to encompass various
forms of coordinated editing and thus not specifically de-
signed for corporate editing. This makes it particularly chal-
lenging to track only edits performed by corporate mappers.
Tracking these edits is important to understand the impact
these activities can have. Our automated detection approach
highlights that, within the current ambit of organized edit-
ing, corporations are largely adhering to the guidelines. The
similarity in machine identifiable features in the editing pat-
tern of corporations and other organized editors (e.g. HOT,
government agencies) point to the similarities in volume, as
well as temporal, object, and geographic patterns of editing
amongst the groups. Thus, paid corporate editor behaviour is
not dissimilar to other professional mappers or ardent hob-
byists. At this juncture, OSM represents a critical data in-
frastructure. Geospatial data on the platform is of acceptable
quality for a range of applications and in many places, it is
the only form of geospatial data available. It is therefore un-
surprising that there are many groups of organized editors,
some of whom are professional editors — getting remuner-
ated for their work (e.g. government employees), and some
of the professional mappers are affiliated with corporations.
If paid editing is a concern and if the larger OSM commu-
nity is to develop mechanisms for tracking such paid editing,
then a separate set subset of guidelines may be necessary to
account for professional editors.
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